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 Collins paper that is formatted with marked spaces for composition number, FCAs, points, and X’s that

remind students to double space
 Copies of the inside of the Collins Portfolio if you need space for more than nineteen entries
 Revision and Editing Symbols on an 8 1/2‖ X 11‖ sheet that can be copied so teachers and students will all

use and understand common revision and editing symbols
 Two classic writing assignments: The ―Who Am I Autobiography‖ – a great activity to begin the school year

that provides personal information to help you get to know your students and assess writing skills, and
―Letter to Next Year’s Teacher‖ – a great way to end the year.

Frequently Asked Questions

 Always begin with a content FCA; that is, an FCA that specifies the ―what‖ of the writing. For example, a

range of (eight to twelve) facts about a topic, reasons with support, specific details, quotes from the text,
and a specific number of comparisons and contrasts are all great content FCAs.
 Consider a convention FCA (spelling, punctuation, capitalization) to encourage close reading and editing of

the paper. The Essential Conventions Check Mate™ was created to help teachers communicate clear,
specific standards about conventions.
 If possible, give FCAs with a numerical range. For example: a four to six paragraph essay (better than a

five paragraph essay—less formulaic); three to four reasons with support; or a short, five to ten word
concluding sentence. Just make sure that the low number is a reasonable standard for the assignment.
 Repeat FCAs to encourage mastery. Just because students can write a compelling thesis statement once

does not mean they will write it again. Most FCAs need to be repeated to become embedded in the
students’ skill sets.

FAQs (cont.)
 Ask students to underline, circle, bracket, highlight or, in some way, indicate where the FCAs are in the

paper. Have students underline their thesis statements, circle and number their content vocabulary
words, and bracket their reasons with support. These markings help you become a more accurate
evaluator, and they also show that the students understand what they have done.
 Change or differentiate the FCAs for students at different skill levels.
 For more advanced writers, let the students select one FCA to work on. (See the back cover of the

Collins Portfolio™ for possible FCAs that students might select.)
 The less mature the writer, the more specific the FCA should be. Vary sentence beginnings, lengths and

types is a great FCA for a mature writer, but two to three correctly punctuated compound sentences
underlined, may be more appropriate for a less mature or motivated writer.
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can get. For example 25/50 is ½. You forgot the last step. These problems are easy to fix if you

slow down and read the question to make sure you did everything. Don’t end up in summer
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